
SLOW PLAY  

On Saturday the 12th of June, the club competition that was played was a 2 person Ambrose. Most groups for 

the day teed off up to 15 minutes late, this was due to the late morning start as the sun is waking up later and 

later, however, most groups caught up as their game progressed. 

Unfortunately, some of the afternoon groups that teed off after 12pm either finished in the dark or did not 

finish at all. The tee sheet is adjusted to allow for the shorter days throughout the winter months to avoid this 

kind of occurrence and this is the first time this has occurred at the club for many years. 
 

So why did this happen? 

Upon becoming aware of the situation and the fact some players were attempting to play in the dark with the 

use of their buggy lights I (Match Director) questioned individual players from the groups as they came in from 

the dark course. The single most common story I was told by these players was that there was one group that 

were playing the back nine that had dropped more than 2 holes behind the group in front of them. This is not 

acceptable, and this group will be asked for a please explain! 
 

Lately I’m hearing all kinds of rubbish excuses for slow play, I have to say my favourite so far is: 

“We weren’t slow we couldn’t even see the group in front of us!” 
 

I can only assume this group had dropped so far back, they just thought there was no one in front of them to 

start with or that they were the only players on the course!!!!      
 

Every player on the course needs to be more aware of their place in the field and more aware of the Rules of 

Golf and the local rules, this speeds up play. 
 

I know we all want our game with our group (usually with friends), we want our side bet and the social 

interaction, wanting these things is good and important to us all but it does not mean we get to act as though 

our group is the only one on the course that day. We all need to be more efficient with our game, be ready to 

play, play ready golf, hit your ball, then go to look for the other players ball, mark your scorecard after you have 

teed off on the next hole not when you walk off the green and have a chat with your group and sit in your cart 

beside the green while the group behind you are waiting for you to move away from the green. The 3 minutes 

to look for a ball starts when you start looking, it’s not 3 minutes each player and if your ball is lost and you go 

back to hit another ball, you’re playing partners should stop looking, times up. Hit Provisionals, you can always 

pick it up. If you cannot score points on the hole in a stableford round pick your ball up. Don’t congregate on 

the green in a little group while 1 person putts, be ready to putt yourself. These are just some things we all need 

to do and be aware of and dare I say it some things we have all been guilty of doing. 
 

From this point on any player or group that is reported for slow play and a match committee member or proshop 

staff go onto the course and verify the slow play, the group or individual player responsible will incur a general 

penalty (2 shots), if it continues the group or player will face a ‘please explain’ in writing, and a warning will be 

issued. If the players involved continue this behaviour in future games these players may be looking at the 

possibility of a 2-week suspension. Players who are faced with a group who is dropping behind and causing slow 

play are encouraged to call the Proshop and report it.  
 

Please remember on a Saturday in particular, there are as many as 256 players on the course playing, watching, 

sometimes waiting, and sometimes asking “why is this so slow and who in front of us is the slow one causing 

the problem?” 
 

Please Report Slow Play. 
 

Melinda Koch 

Match Director.    

17th June 2021. 


